PUBLIC NOTICE TO WORDPRESS ABOUT IT’S
CONTINUED CENSORING OF PUBLIC
POSTINGS ON WORDPRESS
You are breaking the law, violating our human rights, Constitutional rights and breaching the trust that
you pretended to offer to the public and to users like us. Because you did these things, we assume you
want us to sue you, your company and your investors and expose every single one of their illicit actions
in every public forum available today.
We can subpoena and have investigators acquire every HR record, door camera video, facility video, IP
record, IMEI record and thousands of other data facts that will identify exactly who YOU each
“Community Guardian” shill is. There is no possibly anonymity you should think you can hide behind.
You, your assets, your home and everything you own will then be legally liable to us to recover our
damages from.
Not only can our ex-FBI, ex-CIA and Ex-SEC investigators, along with public forensics volunteers,
acquire that same data about every single executive and investor at your company; they can also
acquire proof of every hooker and rent boy that they hire. They can track and expose every off-shore
tax evasion deal they are using. They can offer rewards for and find every under-age sex act that they
engaged in and report it to the police. They can track every Paypal and credit card payment and find
illicit drug deals, illicit stock transfers, illicit product purchases and bridge toll and Uber fees that show
where each person was at any given time. Our investigators can find every single instance of expense
fraud that you, your associates or any of those people engaged in at the company. Every single
campaign financing action, by every person associated with Wordpress will be documented, charted
and publicly detailed in electronic PDF books.
There are thousands of things that can be exposed about you, your staff and your financiers and they
are very dirty things. If you want to play dirty, you get dirty right back at you.
You scammed millions of people into investing years of their lives, content, work product, and
dedication into your services yet, covertly, you were using Wordpress to try to manipulate elections and
steer political ideologies. You use tax payer resources to exist. By both of these actions, on your part,
you defrauded the public. You knew, in advance, that you were only going to allow those who
supported your crony political profits to exist on your system.

